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Every one degree a thermostat is turned up by is proven to cost businesses 
between £30 and £80 a year. To combat this, by spending less than £20 on a 
ThermoSTOP, you could possibly save your organisation £100s if not £1000s 
every year. 
 
This best selling ThermoSTOP thermostat cover is tough, robust and lockable. 
Injection moulded using clear, heavy duty polycarbonate material, the 
ThermoSTOP cover is designed to fit over the top of wall thermostats, 
controllers, energy sensors and electrical sockets to prevent tampering, damage 
and vandalism. It is also used by some to hold remote controls for thermostat 
controllers, so the controller may be easily located but only used by those authorised to do so. 
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4mm wide holes in the cover allow air to circulate freely to allow the thermostat to continue to function correctly  
Interior wall next to vents prevents objects from entering enclosed space 
Thermostat cover comes with a robust key lock mechanism and two keys to prevent unauthorised entry  
Supplied with fixings, the covers are easy to install for either flush or surface mount applications. 
By adding the spacer shown below, this cover can be extended if required  
Polycarbonate tested from -400F (-400C) to 1200F ( 490C) 
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One thermoSTOP thermostat cover 
4 x screws and rawl plugs for easy fitting 
Installation instructions 
2 keys (more keys available below for multiple users) 
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".....being responsible for many tenanted buildings and having bought every type of thermostat protector sold by 
SecuritySafetyProducts, I am convinced that this product has saved my company many £1,000s over the years.." 
"....I would say these covers probably pay for themselves in less than a month in the winter months.... " 
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Care and nursing homes 
Nurseries, schools, colleges and universities 
Multi-occupancy buildings 
Food production areas 
Building management companies and landlords 
�
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The internal size on this unit is either 127x140mm OR 65x175mm, due to the spacing of the fixing lugs 
 
"��������!����  76mm 
�#�����������  207mm 
�#�������$����  165mm 
 
!�������  Next day if ordered before 3pm. Delivery is free when you spend 
over £75 


